Pseudocopulatory Pollination in *Lepanthes* (Orchidaceae: Pleurothallidinae) by Fungus Gnats
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**Background and Aims** *Lepanthes* is one of the largest angiosperm genera (>800 species). Their non-rewarding, tiny and colourful flowers are structurally complex. Their pollination mechanism has hitherto remained unknown, but has been subject of ample speculation; the function of the minuscule labellum appendix is especially puzzling. Here, the pollination of *L. glicensteinii* by sexually deceived male fungus gnats is described and illustrated.

**Methods** Visitors to flowers of *L. glicensteinii* were photographed and their behaviour documented; some were captured for identification. Occasional visits to flowers of *L. helleri, L. stenorhyncha* and *L. turialvae* were also observed. Structural features of flowers and pollinators were studied with SEM.

**Key Results** Sexually aroused males of the fungus gnat *Bradysia floribunda* (Diptera: Sciaridae) were the only visitors and pollinators of *L. glicensteinii*. The initial long-distance attractant seems to be olfactory. Upon finding a flower, the fly curls his abdomen under the labellum and grabs the appendix with his genitalic claspers, then dismounts the flower and turns around to face away from it. The pollinarium attaches to his abdomen during this pivoting manoeuvre. Pollinia are deposited on the stigma during a subsequent flower visit. The flies appear to ejaculate during pseudocopulation. The visitors of *L. helleri, L. stenorhyncha* and *L. turialvae* are different species of fungus gnats that display a similar behaviour.

**Conclusions** *Lepanthes glicensteinii* has genitalic pseudocopulatory pollination, the first case reported outside of the Australian orchid genus *Cryptostylis*. Since most species of *Lepanthes* have the same unusual flower structure, it is predicted that pollination by sexual deception is prevalent in the genus. Several morphological and phenological traits in *Lepanthes* seem well suited for exploiting male fungus gnats as pollinators. Correspondingly, some demographic trends common in *Lepanthes* are consistent with patterns of male sciarid behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION

Orchids display a vast array of floral morphologies and pollination mechanisms, unparalleled in any other angiosperm family (Darwin, 1877; van der Pijl and Dodson, 1966; Dressler, 1981; Arditti, 1992; Endress, 1994; van der Cingel, 1995, 2001; Proctor et al., 1996). Among the most fascinating pollination syndromes is sexual deception, also known as pseudocopulation, in which the flower lures male insects by mimicking the sexual pheromones and appearance of their females. Although seemingly unique to the orchids, this syndrome has evolved independently in several unrelated groups within the family (Dressler, 1981; Singer et al., 2004; for a possible case outside of the Orchidaceae see Rudall et al., 2002).

In most cases of sexual deception, pollination occurs when the insect attempts (unsuccessfully) to copulate with the flower and brushes against the column (gynostemium) (e.g. Borg-Karlson, 1990; Singer et al., 2004). In a few Australian orchid genera, the labellum (the specialized median petal of orchids) imitates the wingless female insect and is attached to the rest of the flower by a flexible hinge; pollination occurs when the male insect tries to fly away with the female decoy and swings against the column (e.g. Peakall, 1990; Alcock, 2000). In other cases, the male insect inspects the flower looking for a female and falls into a pitfall trap (*Trigonidium*, Singer, 2002) or is imprisoned by an active-motion mechanism (*Pterostylis*, van der Cingel, 2001; but see Discussion) that forces the insect through a tight escape passage against the column. In all these cases, pollination takes place during the pre-copulatory behavioural phases of the insect’s mating sequence (rapprochement and courtship, *sensu* Alexander et al., 1997).

In the most extreme case of pollination by sexual deception, here termed genitalic pseudocopulation, pollination takes place during the actual copulation phase of the mating sequence (*sensu* Alexander et al., 1997). That is, successful genitalic coupling of the male insect with the flower is a necessary step for pollen transfer. Heretofore, genitalic pseudocopulation was known only in the Australian orchid genus *Cryptostylis* (see Discussion). Here we describe a new case of pollination by genitalic pseudocopulation in orchids, this time in the genus *Lepanthes*.

More than 800 species of *Lepanthes* exist throughout the Neotropics (Luer, 1996, 2003; Salazar-Chávez and...
Soto-Arenas, 1996); they are small epiphytes, particularly diverse in cloud forests. The tiny and brightly coloured flowers have a complex but stereotyped structure: the labellum is transversally divided in two blades that curve over and surround the column (Fig. 1A). Most species have a diminutive structure, the appendix, at the junction of the blades of the labellum (Fig. 1D). As in most other orchids, the pollen is aggregated in a removable pair of masses (pollinia) with a sticky gland at its tip, the viscidium (together called a pollinarium). The flowers do not offer any legitimate rewards to potential pollinators. This unique suite of floral features has motivated ample speculation about the pollination mechanism in the genus (Dod, 1986; Christensen, 1994; Endress, 1994; Luer, 1996; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996; Tremblay, 1997; Behar, 1999; Archila, 2001; C.H. Dodson, Missouri Botanical Garden, USA, pers. comm.), but until now there have been no corroborated observations (see Discussion).

**Fig. 1.** Flower features of *Lepanthes glicensteinii* and pollination by male *Bradysia floribunda* flies. (A) Front view of flower. (B) Fly on top of flower; note closed gonostili at the tip of his abdomen. (C) The same fly with gonostili wide open bending his abdomen under the blades of the labellum. (D, E) Fly probing for the appendix, located under the labellum blades, lateral view. Scale bar = 2 mm. (F) Fly after securing the appendix with his gonostili; this flower is lying on its side against the leaf, with the column pointing toward the photographer. (G) The same fly pivoting around with his gonostili still securing the appendix. (H) Fly after completing the pivoting manoeuvre, assuming the ‘tail-to-tail’ position. (I) Fly ‘tail-to-tail’ with flower; note column pressed against the dorsal part of his abdomen. (J) Fly ‘tail-to-tail’ with flower, with photographer’s thumb for scale. (K) Fly probing for the appendix under the blades of the labellum, with pollinaria (bright yellow) attached to the ventral part of his abdomen. (L) Fly visiting flower with pollinaria attached to the dorsal part of his abdomen. Abbreviations: a, appendix; c, column; l, labellum blade; p, petal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Observations were made in the Monteverde Orchid Garden, located in the rural community of Cerro Plano, in Monteverde, Puntarenas province, Costa Rica (10°19′N, 84°49′W; 1400 m elevation). This site is a private display garden where approximately 200 orchid species native to the Monteverde area (including 20 species of Lepanthes) are cultivated in semi-natural conditions. Here, pollinator visits to flowers of Lepanthes were initially noticed by one of the authors (GB).

Detailed observations were performed on one plant of Lepanthes glicensteinii Luer in March–April 1999, and at another plant of the same species in May–July 2002 (only a single plant of this species was available on each occasion), between 0730–1800 h for 10 d, for a total of 95 h. Many more flower visits were observed, but not quantified, before and after this period. Both plants were collected in a nearby cloud forest at 1600 m elevation. Lepanthes glicensteinii is a rare species endemic to central Costa Rica (Luer, 1987, 2003).

Floral visitors were observed and notes were taken on their behaviour. Photographs were made with a 35 mm film camera equipped with a 100 mm macro lens, a 150 mm bellows extension, a ring macro flash, focusing sliders and a remote-release cable, all mounted on a tripod in front of the plant. Some insects were collected with an aspirator, or directly from the flowers with a killing jar with cyanide.

Some captured insects were glued to paper mounts and air-dried; other insects and flowers of L. glicensteinii were preserved in 70 % ethanol at the study site. Preserved samples were fixed in a 2.5 % glutaraldehyde and 2 % paraformaldehyde solution in a 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and were rinsed with the buffer solution. The samples were post-fixed with 1 % osmium tetroxide in the sodium phosphate buffer, rinsed with distilled water, dehydrated in an ethanol gradient (30 %–100 %), washed four times with terbutyl alcohol, and finally dried by sublimation (Sublimate Eiko ID-2, Japan). The samples were placed on aluminium bases, covered with 20 nm platinum (Ionic Cover Eiko IB-5, Japan), and observed with a Hitachi S-570 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Two flowers and two insects were examined with SEM.

Vouchers of L. glicensteinii were deposited at the University of Costa Rica Herbarium (USJ, Barboza s.n.). Insect vouchers were deposited at the Entomological Museum of the University of Costa Rica and the personal collection of Werner Mohrig (Greifswald, Germany).

RESULTS

Plant features

Like in most species of Lepanthes (Luer, 1986, 1996; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996), plants of L. glicensteinii are small caespitose epiphytes with a sympodial growth habit. Each stem has a single apical leaf; the inflorescences are congested racemes borne at the base of the leaf, held against its lower surface, so that the flowers always face down. At any one time there usually is a single active raceme per leaf, and the flowers are produced sequentially; thus only one flower is open at a time per raceme. Each raceme produces flowers continuously. At any given day, the plants studied had 1–6 open flowers.

Individual flowers of L. glicensteinii measure 8–10 mm in length and 4–5 mm in width (Fig. 1A), with an appendix 0.4 mm long, and stay open for 2–4 d before withering and falling off. SEM examination of the flowers shows a dense cover of elongate papillae (20–40 μm long) on the labellum blades (Fig. 2A, B). The labellum appendix is densely covered with microscopic hairs.

For detailed information on the vegetative and floral morphology of L. glicensteinii see Luer (1987, 2003).

Pollinator behaviour and pollination mechanism

The only visitors to flowers of L. glicensteinii were males of a dark-winged fungus gnat (Diptera: Sciaridae) (Fig. 1B) that proved to be a new species; it was recently described as Braddy sia floribunda (Mohrig, 2003). Throughout the paper, these insects will also be referred to simply as ‘flies’.

During our detailed observations (see Materials and Methods) 30 floral visits were witnessed. We also observed many additional visits to flowers of L. glicensteinii outside of this period. These additional visits were not quantified, but we estimate that we observed more than 100 of them. Visits occurred from 0900 h to 1600 h. The time of each visit was not noted, but there were noticeable peaks of visitation around 1000 and 1400 h.

The flies always approached the plant by flying from downwind, as if following a scent plume. Due to their diminutive size (3.5 mm body length), we noticed them only when they were within about 20 cm of the plant. They usually hovered around the plant for a few seconds before landing on the upper surface of a leaf. Immediately, they walked rapidly to the edge and to the underside of the leaf, constantly moving their antennae up and down in alternation. If there was not an open flower under that leaf, the flies rapidly walked down the stem and up another stem, instead of flying.

Once a flower was found, the fly walked frantically around it one to three times, fanning his wings. He positioned himself in front of the flower with his head toward the dorsal sepal, opening and closing his gonostili (genitalic claspers) several times, still fanning his wings. Then he mounted the flower labellum, curling his abdomen under the labellum blades and column with his gonostili wide open, and probed with them for the labellum appendix (Fig. 1C–E). On many occasions the fly struggled for several minutes without securing the appendix, in which case he dismounted the labellum to rest for a few minutes before starting again. Other males grasped the labellum appendix quite promptly. After securing the appendix (Fig. 1F), the fly dismounted the labellum and turned around until facing the opposite direction (Fig. 1G, H), torsioning his abdomen 180° in the process. During this movement the abdomen usually made contact with the viscidium, and the pollinarium became attached to the sixth abdominal segment (Fig. 2C, D); on a few occasions the pollinarium attached itself to the abdomen when the fly was still probing for the
appendix. The fly typically remained ‘tail-to-tail’ with the flower from 30 s to 3 min, but one individual spent over 20 min in this position (Fig. 1I, J). Slow peristaltic movements of the abdomen toward the labellum could be noticed at this stage. After this, the fly released the appendix by relaxing his gonostili, and stayed next to the flower grooming his antennae for about a minute before flying away without attempting to visit other flowers.

Some flies had pollinaria attached to their abdomens when first approaching a flower (Fig. 1K, L), indicating they had previously visited at least one other flower. Successful deposition of the pollinaria on the stigma could be noticed at this stage. After this, the fly released the appendix by relaxing his gonostili, and stayed next to the flower grooming his antennae for about a minute before flying away without attempting to visit other flowers.

Some flies had pollinaria attached to their abdomens when first approaching a flower (Fig. 1K, L), indicating they had previously visited at least one other flower. Successful deposition of the pollinaria on the stigma was observed once, also during the pivoting manoeuvre. Further inspection of flowers revealed 83% had their pollinaria removed, and 41% had pollinaria deposited on their stigma (n = 24). However, neither of the two study plants of *L. glicensteinii* ever produced any fruits.

During the observations, plants of 13 additional species of *Lepanthes* were flowering at the study site. *Bradysia floribunda* was never seen to visit their flowers, indicating that they are attracted exclusively to flowers of *L. glicensteinii*. However, floral visits by males of different fungus gnat species were witnessed on a few occasions in *L. turialvae*, and once each in *L. helleri* and *L. stenorhyncha*. These species have the same flower structure as *L. glicensteinii* (see Introduction). In each case, the insects behaved in the same manner as described above, but they were easily disturbed when we came closer than 50 cm; their infrequency and shyness prevented our photographing them. Only one pollinator of *L. stenorhyncha* was captured, with pollinia adhered to the back of his abdomen; it is a different species of fungus gnat, still unidentified. In contrast, males of *B. floribunda* were almost oblivious of their surroundings when visiting flowers of *L. glicensteinii*, which permitted the manipulation of the plants after they assumed the tail-to-tail position (Fig. 1J).

In one of the two flowers examined with SEM, a semiglobular body was found nested between the labellum appendix and the column, with a narrow projection connected to the stigma (Fig. 2E, F). This object appears to be a fungus gnat spermatophore (compare with fig. 3 in Eberhard, 2001). This flower had been visited by at least one insect (observed in the field), which completed the sequence described above and removed the pollinarium.

**DISCUSSION**

Pollination mechanism and Sciarid mating behaviour

The exclusive attraction of male *B. floribunda* fungus gnats, their behaviour on the flowers and the absence of legitimate floral rewards indicate clearly that *L. glicensteinii* is
pollinated by sexual deception, specifically by genitalic pseudocopulation. This is the first documented case of sexually deceptive pollination in the large Neotropical orchid subtribe Pleurothallidinae (>3800 species; Luer, 1986).

Sciariid flies (also known as dark-winged fungus gnats) comprise a diverse cosmopolitan group, sometimes treated as a subfamily of the true fungus gnats (Mycetophilidae) (Steffan, 1981; Menzel and Mohrig, 1997). Some species are economically important pests in plant and mushroom crops, and many show anomalous chromosome segregation patterns, which has prompted a significant amount of research on them (Harris et al., 1996). Their mating behaviour is rather stereotyped. Receptive females release pheromones to attract the slightly smaller males, usually from the underside of a leaf. Males fly following the pheromone signal and land close to the female, then approach her while fanning their wings and curling their abdomens underneath the thorax. The male positions himself directly behind the female and mounts her, and uses his gonostili to hold the female abdomen’s terminalia. After coupling, the male dismounts and turns around to face the opposite direction, holding her abdomen with his gonostili and torsioning his own 180° along its axis. The couple remains attached in a tail-to-tail position for several minutes (see fig. 142b in McAlpine, 1981). The female usually remains passive, or occasionally flies away carrying the male behind her. An external spermatophore may be deposited by the male, with ducts connecting to the female’s spermatheca. The male separates from the female and he might groom himself before he flies away (Binnis, 1979; Alberts et al., 1981; Harris et al., 1996; Gotoh et al., 1999; Eberhard, 2001; Eberhard and Flores, 2002; Liu et al., 2002). This same sequence of events is mirrored in the visits of B. floribunda to flowers of L. glicensteinii (Figs 1A–L, 2E, F).

The male flies appear to confuse the flowers with their own females and are deceived into copulating with them, pollinating them in the process. The labellum appendix seems to mimic the abdominal terminalia of the pollinator’s female, as it provides a tactile cue and an anchor point for the gonostili (see below). Genitalic coupling is necessary for male sciarids to start the pivoting manoeuvre that ends in the ‘tail-to-tail’ position with the female. It is precisely during the pivoting manoeuvre that the pollinarium is removed from the flower during pseudocopulation, and also any pollinia previously attached to the pollinator is deposited on the stigma. Normally the pollinarium becomes attached to the dorsal part of the abdomen (while the fly is in the tail-to-tail position), but sometimes it attaches to the ventral part (Fig. 2C) or even to one of the sides.

We did not look for changes in size or orientation of the pollinia after removal from the anther, but such hygrometric changes are common in orchids (Darwin, 1877; Dressler, 1981; Arditti, 1992; Singer, 2002). Stenzel (2000) noted rapid dehydration and formation of furrows in pollinia of Lepanthes, which suggest that changes in orientation in relation to the viscidium are likely to occur.

It is notable that some flies spent long periods in the tail-to-tail position with the flower. Rhythmic squeezing by the male’s gonostili during this stage as reported by Eberhard (2001) was not noted, but the camera magnification and the available illumination were not appropriate for such detailed observations. However, the peristaltic movements of the abdomen suggest that the flies were possibly attempting to find and penetrate the female’s internal genitalia, and/or depositing a spermatophore. The globular object found in one of the flowers examined with SEM (Fig. 2E, F) is probably a spermatophore deposited by a male fly during pseudocopulation, based on its similarity with other sciarid spermatophores (e.g. Eberhard, 2001). Corroboration for this will require dissection of another object of the same kind found in a flower to look for sperm, or direct observation of spermatophore deposition by the insect. That the male flies ejaculate in the flowers is also supported by fact that they never attempt to copulate with another flower after completing a pseudocopulation, indicating they might experience a refractory period. Such post-copulatory refractory periods are common in insects (W. Eberhard, Universidad de Costa Rica, pers. comm.). Ejaculation in sexually deceptive flowers has previously been documented only in Cryptostylis (see below).

The sexual pheromones of Lycoriella mali, an economically important sciarid pest, were identified as heptadecane and other long-chain saturated hydrocarbons (Kostelic et al., 1980; but see Gotoh et al., 1999). The flowers of Lepanthes glicensteinii probably produce similar species-specific volatile compounds that attract males of B. floribunda. Corroboration for this will require the use of gas chromatography and electroantennographic detection (e.g. Schiestl et al., 2000, 2004). The volatile compounds produced by flowers in several species of Puerto Rican Lepanthes are currently under study (A. Cuevas, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras, pers. comm.).

The surface of the labellum blades in L. glicensteinii possibly functions as an osmophore (Fig. 2A, B), as scent glands typically have papillate surfaces in order to increase their area for diffusion (Vogel, 1990). These papillae could also mimic the body texture of the female insect, as has been suggested for labellar trichomes in other sexually deceptive orchids (van der Pijl and Dodson, 1966; Borg-Karlson, 1990; van der Cingel, 1995, 2001; Singer et al., 2004).

Implications for pollination in the genus Lepanthes

Given that the vast majority of species in the genus Lepanthes share the same basic floral organization of L. glicensteinii and lack any detectable floral rewards, we predict that they also have pseudocopulatory pollination, possibly by species-specific fungus gnats. In this case Lepanthes would be by far the largest plant genus with sexually deceptive flowers; this more than triples the number of orchid species that are known or suspected to rely on pseudocopulation for pollination (M. Blanco, unpubl. data). The exclusive attraction of B. floribunda to L. glicensteinii, and our occasional observations of pollinators in other species of Lepanthes, suggest that each species attracts its own specific pollinator, in accordance with other sexually deceptive orchid genera (with the notable exception of Cryptostylis and, to a lesser degree, Ophrys).

Flowers of Lepanthes are popularly likened to insects, but those of L. glicensteinii do not bear an obvious resemblance
to their pollinators. Females of *B. floribunda* are as yet unknown, but sciarid females are usually similar to their males, only slightly larger and with thicker abdomens. However, it is well known that male insects in general have low thresholds of sexual excitation when exposed to their specific female sexual pheromones, and they can occasionally attempt copulation with objects that bear only a crude resemblance to their females (Thornhill and Alcock, 1983). The flowers of some other orchids involved in sexual deception do not resemble the females of their pollinators either, at least to the human eye (e.g. Stoutamire, 1975; Steiner et al., 1994; Singer, 2002). In *Lepanthes*, the labellum blades or the petals could mimic the wings of the female insect, like the ‘speculum’ in the labellum of *Ophrys* (Dafni and Bernhardt, 1990), and provide a visual cue for proper positioning of the male with respect to the flower. The presence of a head decoy is not necessary, as sciarid males readily copulate with experimentally decapitated females (Eberhard, 2001). The contrast between the vividly coloured flower of *L. glicensteinii* and the dark body of *B. floribunda* is especially perplexing. It is possible that flowers of *Lepanthes* have an UV reflectivity pattern similar to that of the insect’s body, which requires further investigation.

The role of the labellum appendix is critical, as it provides the anchor point for the pollinator’s external genitalia. The appendix clearly substitutes the female abdominal terminalia, and the trichomes probably mimic the hairs in that part of the female body. Several authors have suggested that this organ might serve as a visual lure to the pollinators (Luer, 1996; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996; Behar, 1999; Archila, 2001), but at least in *L. glicensteinii* the pollinators do not have visual access to the appendix (Fig. 1B–F). Tactile stimuli must therefore be of critical importance. The shape and size of the labellum appendix is often species-specific, and can be quite complex in structure (Luer, 1996). In at least some species the appendix could mimic parts of the female genitalia; the highly intricate appendages of some *Lepanthes* certainly suggest this possibility. However, testing this hypothesis requires documenting pollinators in more species of *Lepanthes* and comparing the functional morphology of the pollinators’ female genitalia and the labellum appendices.

Some species of *Lepanthes* only have a tuft of hairs in place of the appendix (e.g. *L. aprica* Catling & V. R. Catling) or lack it altogether (e.g. *L. absens* Luer & Hirtz). In those species, placement of the pollinarian on the insect’s abdomen can conceivably occur when the gonostyls probe under the labellum of the blade (circumventing the need for the pivoting manoeuvre), or alternatively the gonostyls might clasp the base of the column. Observation of pollination events in these species is required to corroborate this idea. Yet the labellum of other species of *Lepanthes* is open and undivided (e.g. *L. calodictyon* Hooker and relatives) or is extremely reduced (e.g. *L. rafaeliana* Pupulin), and the flower organization of two small subgenera (*Brachycladium* and *Marsipanthes*, Luer 1994, 1996) is also somewhat different. The mechanism of pollination in these ‘unorthodox’ species of *Lepanthes* is likely to be different from that of *L. glicensteinii* and it might or might not rely on sexual deception.

Most species of *Lepanthes* produce their flowers in inflorescences that grow appressed against the lower (or less frequently the upper) surface of leaves (Luer, 1996; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996). This might be an adaptation to sciarid mating behaviour, as females generally attract males from the underside of a leaf, and the males do not alight directly on them (Binns, 1979; Harris et al., 1996; Eberhard and Flores, 2002). Interestingly, many species of *Lepanthes* with free-standing flowers (borne on inflorescences projected beyond the leaves) have expanded sepals (e.g. *L. johnsonii* Ames and relatives), conceivably to provide an alternative landing surface for the pollinators.

Fungus gnats have been traditionally regarded as inefficient pollinators (Proctor et al., 1996), but increasing evidence demonstrates otherwise (Vogel, 1978; Mesler et al., 1980; Christensen, 1994; Larson et al., 2001; Goldblatt et al., 2004, Okuyama et al., 2004). Their importance in pollination has been mostly related to brood-site deceptive systems (Vogel, 1978; Sugawara, 1988; Vogel and Martens, 2000) and some rewarding systems (Mesler et al., 1980; Goldblatt et al., 2004; Okuyama et al., 2004). However, in *L. glicensteinii* and possibly in most species of the genus, fungus gnats are efficient pollinators associated with a sexually deceptive system. Fungus gnats have also been suggested to carry out pseudocopulatory pollination in the Australian orchid genus *Pterostylis*, but the evidence for this is not yet conclusive (Christensen, 1994; van der Cingel, 2001; and references therein).

Sciarids are short-lived as adults (3–8 d), but males usually live several days longer than females and can mate multiple times (Binns, 1979; Harris et al., 1996), which renders them appropriate agents for pollen transfer. Their entire life cycle is completed in a few weeks, so populations are constantly renewed. This might explain why so many species of *Lepanthes* produce flowers throughout the year (cf. *Trigonidium obtusum*, Singer 2002). Sciarids are generally protandrous (adult males emerge 1 d prior to females; Harris et al., 1996), in common with most other groups of insects involved in pseudocopulatory pollination (van der Pijl and Dodson, 1966; Dafni, 1984; Dafni and Bernhardt, 1990); the orchids might benefit from this time window without competition for the males’ attention from the females.

It is apparent that the frequency of pollinator visitation in many species of *Lepanthes* is very low. We observed numerous floral visits only in *L. glicensteinii*, despite the fact that many other species of *Lepanthes* were cultivated at the study site. Species in this genus commonly show low levels of fruit set and removal of pollinia (Calvo, 1990; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996; Tremblay, 1997c; Tremblay et al., 1998; Esquínol and Tremblay, 1999; Tremblay and Ackerman, 2001; Tremblay and Salguero-Farías, 2001; Godden, 2002; L. Jost, pers. comm.; M. Blanco, pers. obs.), which also suggest infrequent pollinator visitation. (Old fruits fall off from their pedicels, but in those species with inflorescences appressed to the leaf surface the pedicels elongate substantially during fruit development [M. Blanco, pers. obs.], probably to maximize seed dispersal by wind. The pedicels of unpollinated flowers remain uniformly short. These elongated pedicels can be used to estimate the number of pollinated flowers even after they
have abscised.) After knowing of our preliminary results, Godden (2002) placed sticky traps around plants of *L. rupestris* Stimson in Puerto Rico, in order to trap pollinating fungus gnats. No insects carrying pollinaria were found after 3 weeks. Though inconclusive, his results also suggest low rates of flower visitation; it is also possible that the pollinators of *L. rupestris* were not attracted to the type of sticky traps used.

Endress (1994) was the first to suggest that *Lepanthes* might be pollinated by pseudocopulation, but his was a speculation based on the odd floral morphology of the genus. There are only two previous accounts on the pollination of *Lepanthes*; both of them quite anecdotal. Dod (1986) suggested that aphids pollinate flowers of *Lepanthes* while walking on them, after observing one of these insects with a pollinarium attached to a leg. This could conceivably happen as a rare accident, but aphids remain stationary most of the time, feeding on the sap of their host plant. Their presence on the flowers more likely causes them to abort early. Archila (2001) reported observing ceratopogonid flies ‘entering’ and pollinating the flowers of various species of *Lepanthes* in Guatemala, but he did not provide photographs or voucher information, and only speculated about the details of the pollination mechanism. Both Archila (pers. comm.) and Christensen (1994) observed unidentified insect larvae in flowers of *Lepanthes*, that apparently did not cause damage. The significance of this phenomenon is unknown, but Christensen suggested that brood-site deception can occur in some species.

*Cryptostylis* is the only other plant genus in which genitalic pseudocopulatory pollination is known to occur. Despite obvious differences in floral morphology, all species of *Cryptostylis* are pollinated by a single species of ichneumonid wasp, *Lissopimpla excelsa* (synonym: *L. semipunctata*) (Coleman, 1928–1938; Dacy, 1974; Stoutamire, 1975; Schiestl et al., 2004). Males of *L. excelsa* alight on the labellum with their gonostili wide open, position themselves so that their abdomen points toward the column, and then back up. Coleman (1928b) demonstrated that the male wasps hold the base of the column with their gonostili, and that they ejaculate during at least some flower visits (they also fly away after a successful pseudocopulation without visiting other flowers, leaving sperm in the visited flower). The pollinaria are placed close to the apex of the insect’s abdomen (see illustrations in Coleman, 1928a, 1929, 1930, 1938) These are remarkable similarities to the pollination process in *Lepanthes glicensteinii*. Sympatric species of *Cryptostylis* do not hybridize, possibly due to interspecific sterility (Stoutamire, 1975; Dafni and Bernhardt, 1990; Schiestl et al., 2004).

**Observations on the breeding system**

The absence of fruit production in our study plants suggests that *L. glicensteinii* requires cross-pollination for successful fertilization. The availability of a single plant per observation period prevented us from testing this hypothesis. The flies that arrived at flowers with pollinia already attached to their abdomens were most likely individuals that had visited flowers of the same plant some time (minutes or hours) earlier, because no other plants of *L. glicensteinii* occurred in the area. The closest natural habitat suitable for species of *Lepanthes* is at least 1 km away, and adult male scarids tend not to disperse long distances (Binns, 1979; Eberhard and Flores, 2002).

In *L. woodburyana* Stimson from Puerto Rico, the probability of fruit set in the field is low (11–16 %) in both self- and cross-pollinations (Esquilin and Tremblay, 1999). It is possible that *L. glicensteinii* is likewise self-compatible but has a low proportion of successful fruit formation after pollination, but it is remarkable that both study plants survived in cultivation for several months with frequent visits by pollinators without ever producing fruits. Each plant probably produced many dozens of flowers during their time in cultivation. However, recent laboratory work by R. Tremblay (University of Puerto Rico-Humacao, pers. comm.) suggests that self-incompatibility is common in the genus.

**Evolutionary considerations**

Many species of *Lepanthes* have small populations and restricted distributions (Luer, 1996, 2003; Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996; Tremblay, 1997a; Llamacho-Olmo, 2004) with low levels of gene flow among populations (Tremblay and Ackerman, 2001). This has a potential explanation in the sedentary habits of male scarids, which in contrast to females, do not disperse far even as adults (Binns, 1979; Eberhard and Flores, 2002). Plants of *Lepanthes* are relatively short-lived in nature (1–7–7 years half-life in four species studied by Tremblay, 2000) and presumably have rapid life cycles; genetic drift appears to be important in geographical differentiation (Tremblay and Ackerman, 2001). This is in contrast to the suggestion that sexual-deceit pollination systems promote gene flow among populations (Dressler, 1981; Peakall, 1990; Peakall and Beattie, 1996; Soliva and Widmer, 2003). This is probably true in most cases; *Lepanthes* is atypical in that their male pollinators have a more stationary mate-seeking strategy. The high levels of genetic differentiation in *Lepanthes* can lead to morphological divergence of disjunct populations (Tremblay, 1997b). Thus, rapid allopatric speciation is likely to occur in the genus.

In addition, rapid speciation of *Lepanthes* can also occur in sympatry. With the exception of some species of *Ophrys* (Soliva and Widmer, 2003), sympatric species of sexually deceptive orchids avoid introgression by attracting different pollinators with species-specific pheromones (Bergström, 1978; Borg-Karlson, 1990; Paulus and Gack, 1990; Steiner et al., 1994; Bower, 1996; Schiestl and Ayasse, 2002; Schiestl et al., 2003). As suggested by Dressler (1981) and Schiestl and Ayasse (2002), mutational changes in the genes controlling floral fragrance compounds can attract a different species of insect. If the new visitor is capable of carrying out pollination, reproductive isolation is achieved instantly. In this respect, it is remarkable that putative natural hybrids are extremely rare in *Lepanthes*, despite the fact that several species often grow together in isolated phorophytes (Salazar-Chávez and Soto-Arenas, 1996; Tremblay, 1997a; Tremblay et al., 1998; Llamacho-Olmo, 2004;
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